Welcome to the ATL!

Note: As of Aug. 25, 2009 the ATL web site is undergoing an "extreme makeover". Please check back frequently over the next week for updated links, web pages, and resources. In the meantime, please be patient.

Note 2: The FACULTY DEVELOPMENT GRANTS link at left is functional and up-to-date. Use it to access the 2009-2010 Faculty Development Grant Application.

The Academy for Teaching and Learning (ATL) is a campus-wide resource for faculty members, departments, and schools/colleges at North Carolina A&T State University interested in promoting teaching excellence, improving student learning outcomes, and encouraging ongoing professional development and scholarly engagement.

What we Do - Resources for Success

The ATL provides a wide array of resources, including:

- workshops and seminars on effective teaching practices, assessment of student learning, and professional development
- support for faculty travel to conferences with the purpose of improving teaching and learning
- leadership for campus involvement in national and regional teaching/learning initiatives
- newsletters, articles, and web resources focused on improving teaching and learning
- assistance with carrying out scholarship on teaching, learning, and engagement
- classroom observations/assessment and student focus group sessions
- faculty learning communities on teaching and learning-related topics
- new faculty orientation program
- recognition of teaching excellence through university-level teaching awards and an annual teaching award luncheon
- annual teaching showcase highlighting innovative teaching/learning projects
- ongoing communication related to teaching, learning, and faculty development via a listserv, blog, and Facebook fan page
- and much more...!

Mission of the ATL - Focus on Learning

The mission of the Academy for Teaching and Learning, North Carolina A&T’s teaching and learning center, is to promote continuing faculty development and enhanced student learning through the development of scholarly teaching; the scholarship of teaching, learning, and engagement; and formative assessment of teaching practices, curricular design, and student learning.

This mission is implemented through activities that are informed and guided by research on teaching and learning, national teaching and learning-related initiatives, university-level strategic goals and objectives, and UNC-system priorities (see, for example, UNC Tomorrow).

Promoting Success

Use the links at left to access ATL resources. The ATL is here to support your success as a teacher, scholar, and faculty member. Together, we are engaged in the process of promoting the success of our students, both inside and outside the classroom, and in meeting the strategic goals and objectives of the university and UNC system. Please let us know how we can help you succeed. Your success is directly related to the success of our students and the university.

For further information email Dr. Scott Simkins or phone (336) 334-7705 x2237
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